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When the loom arrives crated the harness frames and lay are removed and
must be put in place next in the following way:

The harness frames are numbered 1, 2, 3, & 4. No. 1 should always be used in
front, No. 2 frame just back of it then no. 3 and then no. 4.

The Lay

By looking at it you can get a good idea of the way it goes together. It consists
of four parts, the ritht and left lay, back piece and front piece. Place right and
left lay in their proper position with ends together and shuttle wings to the
front.

Back of them place the back piece with finished edge up and groove to front.
Bolt together with four bolts you will find in back piece. The front piece can be
fastened only one way. Fasten it in place with three long screws you will find
in their proper  place on the front of right and left lay.

Put lay on loom in proper position an shown in cut. Bolt to ends of upright
piece called swords.

One isde of reed rests in groove of lay. You may not be able to get it in place
without loosening the four bolts which go thru back piece. Be sure to tighten
them after reed is in groove. Place hand rail over reed and push down until top
of reed fits in groove of hand rail. Fasten thumb screw at each end.

Next drive out hinge rods at bottom of swords until they project 10 inches
outside of loom to center of bolt hold. Fasten by tightening the staple bolts.

 Now put the picker sticks (H) in place. The small end goes thru the staples in
leather shuttle thrower in groove at end of lay. Have straight edge of stick
towards loom. Bolt lower end of stick to hinge rod.

If you loom was not crated, the lay and harness frames will be in place and
you should drive out the hinge rode 10 inches as directed above.

Next place the trigger stick through fork (W) with straight edge down. Insert
end of stick in opening in center of lower near frame of loom and fasten with
pin. Have ogher end resting on stirrup (N).























































Weavers Dictionary:

Bobbin: a small tube or pin to wind thread onto sometimes called a cop, quill, etc.
Carpet Roller: The part on which the finished carpet is rolled.
Dent: One of the openings in a steel reed.
Double Sley: Putting two warp threads thru each dent in reed.
Floating Threads: A warp thread passing over several weft threads with out interlacing with them.
Harness: Any arrangement of framework or straps to perform some mechanical operation, as
loom harness.
Harness Frame: ‘shaft’ A frame for holding the heddles in a loom harness, also called a heddle
frame.
Heddles: a twisted wire or cord having in the middle a loop (heddle eye) to receive a warp thread,
forming a part of a loom harness which by rising and falling cross the warp threads and form the
shed for the passage of the shuttle sometimes called harness gear eye strings.
Heddle Rods: the rods on which the heddles are strung.
Lay: The swinging beam that holds the reed which beats up the weft or filling; also called lathe,
batten, beater, etc.
Picker Stick: The long straight stick at outside of the loom, which throws the shuttle.
Reed: That part of a loom that drives the filling or weft against the woven fabric, consisting of two
horizontal bars connected by numerous parallel strips (as cane or thing strips of steel), between
which the warp threads pass: sometimes called a slay or comb.
Splits: or splints. One of the divisions in a cane reed.
Shed: Opening in the warp thru which the shuttle is thrown.
Shot: Each time the shuttle is thrown the warp shed.
Shuttle Race: Same as loom race, etc; the track of the shuttle on the lay.
Swift: A device for holding skeins of warp, yarn or thread.
Sword: The part of the loom that supports the lay.
Single Sley: putting one warp thread thru each dent in the reed.
Temple: A device used to keep piece from narrowing while weaving
Thrums: Ends of warp left in the reed and harness that cannot be woven.
Warp: The thread that runs the long way of a fabric sometimes called a chain.
Warping: The process of winding warp thread onto the warp roller
Warp Roller: The large sectional roller on which the web is wound. Also called the warp beam.
Web: All of the threads in a piece of fabric.
Weft: The cross threads of fabric carried by the shuttle.






